Commentary Horace Odes Book 1
a commentary on horace: odes, , 1991, 355 pages, r. g. m ... - a commentary on horace: odes, , 1991,
355 pages, r. g. m. nisbet, robin george murdoch nisbet, margaret hubbard, 0198147716, 9780198147718,
clarendon press, a commentary on horace, odes book iii (review) - a commentary on horace, odes book
iii (review) alessandro barchiesi classical world, volume 100, number 1, fall 2006, pp. 73-74 (review) published
by johns hopkins university press horace and marvell’s “horatian ode” - core - 2 r.g.m. nisbet and
margaret hubbard, a commentary on horace: odes , book 1 , oxford, clarendon press, 1970, xi. 3 these titles
are not horatian but come from modern critics. the complete odes and epodes oxford world 39 s
classics - watson 2003 a commentary on horace odes book iii eds robin g m nisbet and niall rudd 2004 oxford
worlds classics horace satires and epistles eds john davie and robert cowan 2011 the complete odes and
epodes horace translated with introduction and notes by david west oxford worlds classics the complete odes
and epodes by horace penguin classics 1983 paperback write a review in stock penguin has ... a commentary
on horace’s epodes. pp. xviii + 604. oxford ... - commentary of similar stature to come out on the epodes.
nisbet and hubbard nisbet and hubbard sparked a spate of more interpretive books on the odes in the 1980s
and 1990s. horace, ode ii.20, translated by samuel johnson - horace, ode ii.20, translated by samuel
johnson johnson translated this ode of the roman poet horace as a school exercise, probably some time in his
mid-teens. 2013.06.xxw bender on mayer, horace odes 1 - cjmws - commentary apart and is exemplified
by his eloquent citation of a small passage from hawthorne’s marble fawn reflecting his comprehension of
odes 1.9, the famed soracte ode. horace, carm. 1.9-an analysis* j. henderson (university of ... - horace,
carm. 1.9-an analysis* by w. j. henderson (university of natal) vides ut alta stet niue candidum soracte nee iam
sustineant onus siluae laborantes geluque horace, maecenas and odes 2 - bepress - horace, maecenas
and odes 2, 17 few of horace's odes have occasioned as little recent critical commentary as his poetic pledge
to die along with maecenas (odes 2, 17). his first scholarly book was a commentary on cicero’s in ... books of horace’s odes, for the first two books (1970, 1978) in collaboration with margaret hubbard, his oxford
colleague, and for the third with niall rudd, formerly of bristol (2004); here he was fortunate in both his coauthors. john donne’s horace - university of oxford - called parade odes, the first nine poems of horace’s
odes, book 1. here we find topics of here we find topics of politics and war, love, death, wine and friendship,
poetry, music and the gods; literary horace, odes 3.5 - cambridge - endorsed most recently by rudd in r.
nisbet and n. rudd, a commentary on horace: odes, book iii (oxford, 2004), ad loc.: ‘the senate was supposed
to represent the honourable traditions of rome and yet had accepted the behaviour described in vv. 5–12’.
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